
 

Just-Emile Vernet was an old hand at Le Mans 

when he first raced his own car there in 1953. It 

had all started in 1931 with a class win in one of 

the two 1100cc Caban Spéciales entered by Yves 

Giraud-Cabantous, then he was back again in a 

Salmson 1100 in 1932-33, a 3.5 litre Lorraine in 

1934-35, a first in class again in 1937 driving a 

Simca Rat 6CV, a Simca 1100 in 1938, Riley 1500 

in ’39, an 1100cc Simca 8 again in 1949, and a 

Renault 4CV in 1950 and ’51. The fact that he was 

a mechanic and able to be involved in the 

preparation of his cars was no doubt somewhat 

helpful! 

For 1952 the plan was to enter in a car of his own 

co-creation, but the car was not completed in 
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time for the big race. Co-builder was Emile’s recent 

friend Jean Pairard who had become ‘bitten by the 

racing bug’ too with the result that the two had teamed 

up together in a 4CV for the 1951 race. Pairard was an 

engineering industrialist who had the 

wherewithal to fund a special project. He also 

had within his employment an engineer by the 

name of Robert Mauger who was capable of 

designing a tubular chassis for the car. Mauger 

had joined Pairard in 1940 after graduating 

from the Arts et Métiers school of engineering. 

Central to the design of the new sports model 

– for ease of manufacture, cost and ‘political’ 

reasons, was the requirement to use as many 

parts as possible directly from the 4CV saloon. 

But Mauger, Vernet and Pairard also took the 

opportunity, along with input from two others; 

Landon and especially Fretet, to set up the 

suspension to suit a sportscar with a lower 

centre of gravity and more rigid frame. 

Vernet himself took responsibility for tuning 

the 4CV engine, as he had with his earlier 

4CV saloon, using a twin-choke carburettor, 

revised camshaft, new valves and stronger 

valve springs plus revised ignition settings to 

help the little engine develop considerably 

more power.  

Another influential player in the game was 

the above mentioned François Landon who 

was head of Board of Renault’s competition 

department at the time.  Mauger completed 

the plans for the sportscar chassis on 

November 12 1951, while final plans for the 

body were approved on the 24th of February 

1952. These then went to the coachbuilder who 

completed construction by late April. However Vernet 

and team were still perfecting the tuning of the new 

1063 Renault competition department engine and the 



development of a special 4-speed transaxle – from the 

standard 3-speed version – when Le Mans week came 

around… 

After missing Le Mans Vernet and Pairard entered a 

short race at Montlhéry where the car made a good 

showing and recorded an average of 156 kph on the 

banked circuit, at a time when the standard car could do 

about 97kph on the flat. The pair then approached 

Landon with a proposal to build a series of cars suitable 

for road use that could be sold to customers while 

maintaining a companion competition model. Landon 

suggested that they return to Montlhéry Autodrome to 

take some of the 750cc class distance records off 

Panhard. If they were successful, he said, the car would 

be officially recognised by Renault; if not, it would be 

shunned! 

By 1952 the competition department of Renault had 

upped the power output of their 747cc motor to 35bhp 

at 5500rpm (19bhp production car), largely in 

accordance with the release of higher octane fuels. This 

engine’s official title was 4CV 1063 – the production 

model was known as the 1062. For 1951 it had been at 

30bhp which was still a sizeable jump over the then 

standard 17bhp of the production car! These 

competition engines were sold as kits to customers, as 

well as being used by the competition department for 

their own use. Over 1000 kits were sold before this 3-

bearing 54.5x80.0mm engine was replaced by the 5-

bearing Sierra engine. To achieve such power 

improvements much was upgraded including a 

compression ratio rise to 8.2:1, then 8.4:1 for the 35bhp 

car which was high for the time considering their low 

grade fuels. Initially a single barrel 

32mm PBIC Solex carburettor was 

fitted (standard was a single 

22mm), but this became a 22mm 

twin-choke Solex for the 35bhp 

engine. Changes were made to the 

camshaft and ignition too. But 

how much additional power 

Vernet extracted from this engine 

is not revealed; probably not a lot, 

but his work most likely predated 

theirs.   

Aside from the engine the factory 

competition department 

developed a 1063 4CV car for their 

own teams - and preferred 

privateers – that was extensively 

lightened with such details as light 

tubular seats and much else, 

resulting in a weight reduction 

from around 640kg to 590kg. Top 

speed had risen from 59mph for 



the 17bhp car to 122kph (almost 76mph) for the latest 

1063, still using a 3 or later 4-speed transaxle (both 

with the same final drive).  

Both the chassis and bodywork for the VP were built 

by coachbuilder Antem. Most of the body panel work 

was in steel. As a result the reported weight of a VP 

barquette in the 1958 Automobile Annual was around 

570-580kg. This was not a great improvement over 

the standard saloon car, especially when considering 

the point that the VP was a stripped out streamlined 

open sportscar with no roof, bumpers and so forth. 

However it is evident that Antem made considerable 

effort to reduce weight wherever possible with 

punched drilled or pressed lightening holes in such 

things as mounting brackets, frame extensions etc. 

The cars also wore a metal tonneau over the 

passenger area, and sometimes spats over all four 

wheels, adding a few kg to the mix. What the original 

1952 car weighed is your guess, but it was probably 

around 570kg too. However the original transaxle in 

Montlhéry guise obviously had a lower ratio final drive 

for the consistent higher top speeds being aimed at 

(original gearing would have required the engine to rev 

to about 7000prm to achieve around 175kph, or 

6650rpm if using the 400mm rims). The style of the body 

could almost be described as being based on a slab or 

brick that was then chiselled away, front and rear and 

down its sides until a streamlined form was created. It 

subsequently became known as the Tank. 

With drivers Vernet, Pairard, Landon and his appointed 

co-driver Fretet, the Montlhéry outcome was pleasing 

for VP. On the 7th October 1952 VP took eight 

international records including an average speed of 

166kph, and doing a best lap average of 172.437kph in 

the process. Taking into account the tyre scrub in the 

turns, a top speed of around 175 (108-109mph) would 

be expected and according to press notes was almost 

achieved. Reggie was pleased and displayed the car with 

pride at the Paris Salon a few days later.  As a result it 

was awarded a genuine Renault chassis number, 

1,679,091, thus officially recognising its tube frame as 

representing Renault. It was also given the official 4CV 

model designation of 1064. 

However, things weren’t going to be so easy at Le Mans. 

Vernet and Pairard drove a new car; a coupe that they 

hoped would form the basis of a production car. At this 

stage its chassis and lower bodywork closely followed 

the shape of the current VP 166R roadster as this model 



was officially known. But the cab stuck up on 

top of it a bit like a submarine conning tower; 

the reason for this being to comfortably 

accommodate the tall frame of Jean Pairard. 

From most angles its shape did not look 

untoward, but its height and bluffness was 

attributed by many as the reason for this 

car’s poorer performance. In the race itself 

the roadster was leading its class when in the 

7th hour it succumbed to ignition failure 

which later resolved itself without any trace 

being found as to why it had happened. The 

coupe trundled around to actually finish the 

24 hour event in 26th and last position at a 

fairly leisurely 102.775km, which equated to 

183 laps or 2466.6 km travelled. There was 

no mention in the results about there being 

any holdups during the race, but likewise 

there was also no mention about how 

smoothly it might have gone. However there 

is some inkling in the Automobile annual of 

that year that it was put together quite 

quickly and may have had a lower power 

engine of 30bhp or less. There were also 

issues with heating and ventilation within the 

enclosed cabin, plus it says some other minor 

gremlins. 

However, this coupe or even derivatives 

thereof never reappeared at Le Mans in 

subsequent years, but tellingly very similar 

versions of the roadster did. There was a later 

competition coupe though, but it was never 

entered at Le Mans. With regard to the 

drivers and even number of cars entered in 

the 1953 race, there appears some confusion 

surrounding the 166R’s. The name Landon 

and Fretet appear in the same ‘breath’ as Le 

Mans and car number 52, yet the race entry 

sheets clearly show a VP with the number 52 

and drivers Briat and Lesur, but entered by a 

team called R.N.U. The sheet also says the car 

expired during the 7th hour, but the historic 

Le Mans race results have it written that Briat 

and Lesur were driving a Renault 4CV (with no 

mention of VP at all) having the race number 

54, and yet agree that they were entered by 

team R.N.U… It also shows that they 

abandoned the race after only 14 laps! Hmm, 

surely they did more than 2 laps an hour… 

R.N.U. also entered two other cars with well-

known drivers Jean Redélé in one car and 

Jean-Louis Rosier in the other. Both the 

Redélé and the Rosier cars are identified in 
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Automobilia Annuals and elsewhere as being 

Vernet-Pairards – may be because they 

(initially) used the VP Renault 1064 chassis, 

but both are different from the regular VP 

166R and from each other with the Redélé 

(later founder of Renault-Alpine) car having 

small tail fins and low headlamps, and the 

Rosier car being the basis of his 4CV Rogue 

that later sold well in the USA. And finally, the 

race results sheet shows no car with the 

number 52, or the names Landon or Frétet… 

not anywhere at all. But certainly there is a 

good photo record of a VP with the number 52 

on its side; it is also frequently mentioned in 

‘story books’ on the subject, yet exactly who 

drove it in the 1953 Le Mans seems to be an 

open question at present – at least from 

where I am standing. Aside from Le Mans, VPs 

ran at Rheims, Tour de France and other 

major French events from 1952 on, but Le 

Mans was their main focus. 

While the outcome of the 1953 event was 

disappointing for Vernet and Pairard, it was 

however promising and buoyed them with 

hope for 1954. That year Vernet teamed up 

with another driver by the name of 

Cabantous (of 1931 Caban 1100 fame) with 

the racing number 49. They got close this 

time but had an accident in the 22nd hour 

that put them out, but are still listed as 

having finished in 24th place having 

completed 190 laps. Mauger also designed 

and built a mid-engined version of the 

166R for 1954 that was used in a variety of 

events throughout 1954-55. The following 

year, 1955, two cars were entered once 

more, with Cabantous and Lesur as the 

drivers of one car, but it too failed again 

with motor issues, this time in the eight 

hour. This car still appeared very much 

like the original VP 166R but with a flat 

rear deck. It used the number 56, the 

same as the 1953 coupe of Vernet and 

Pairard. The second car with the number 

72 never started. 72 was pretty much 

exactly the same shape as the 1953 

roadster. By now the cars were using a 

special 5-speed transaxle giving them a 

175kph top speed. 

For 1956 another VP with a similar body 

to the 1955 number 56 car appeared with 

a Dauphine 845cc engine, the extra 

capacity being achieved by increasing the 



bore to 58mm. Standard power for this engine took a 

healthy jump to 30bhp at the same 4200rpm while a 

Gordini version, still with a single Solex carburettor put 

out 36bhp at 5000rpm. An even more highly tuned 

example, possibly the equivalent of the smaller 1063 

factory motor, was said to be producing 55bhp as 

installed in the 1956 VP, while by now the 747cc 1063 

engine was up to 42bhp with twin 22mm Solex 

carburettors fitted and the same 8.4:1 compression as 

the previous 35bhp version.  This Dauphine powered car, 

with the number 41 and still listed as a VP 166R ran with 

drivers Dumazer and Campion at the wheel. It actually 

finished the race in 14th place at an average of 117.535 

kph, covering 210 laps and 2820.82km in the process, 

and travelling at an average lap 

pace just slightly quicker than the 

number 49 car had the year before. 

For 1957 Dumazer and Consten 

were entered by VP in car number 

47, a 166R with the original 747cc 

capacity engine but it too failed in 

the 3rd hour due to cylinder head 

problems. However, its body wore 

not only the lower rear deck, but a 

more rounded nose with the lights 

down low where the earlier car’s 

spotlights were mounted, and no 

air intakes down its side flanks. It would seem that this 

car had a front mounted radiator as there was an oval-

rectangular grill between the lamps. The car also had a 

full width windscreen (and ‘occasional’ soft-top) as now 

required by Le Mans regulations. The failure of this car 

was the end for Pairard. The cost of it all allied with the 

disappointing succession of failures due to a whole 

series of different reasons was the just too much for him 

and he withdrew from Automobiles VP.  

For 1958 Vernet entered cars for the last time; no. 43 

under the entry of Just-Emile Vernet with drivers 

Dumazer and Dutoit, plus no. 68 under the entry of 

Automobiles V.P. with drivers Chardon and Heymel. This 

latter car was a development of the previous year’s 

model with a low rear deck and the engine now vented 

via a raised section towards the rear of the hood where 

the rest of the bodywork is ‘diving away’ (a bit like a 

wide low bonnet scoop in reverse). The rear wheels 

also had spats covering them with an air grille towards 

their rear. Up front the headlamps were now lifted 

back up the guards where they would be more 

effective and would have met the ECE lighting 

regulation height standards. But they were more 

Part body and buck for 166R Barquette                                   



deeply faired into the bodyline than before. Spot 

lights remained, although they were moulded with 

the bodywork almost as on storks aka Raymond 

Loewy style. From certain angles the nose 

appeared to rise prominently from a rounded-point 

fairly low to the ground. This shape had always 

been with the 166R, but was made more notable 

by the lighting rearrangements. Finally, although 

full width, the windscreen was also lower and more 

laid back, gaining its minimum regulation height by 

starting further forward/ lower down the bonnet. 

Sadly this car did not even start due to alternator 

problems.  

The number 43 was an all-new look car which was 

fitted with a newer lighter chassis for which Vernet 

sought funding assistance to finance its design and 

construction. It also had a much lighter GRP body 

that was inspired by the Lotus 11 which had first 

appeared in 1956. These two changes together 

helped reduce the weight to around 400kg, about 

50kg less than the Lotus!  However, this car lasted 

only two hours, succumbing to gearbox failure.  

This too became the end for Vernet who came to 

see that competing in such major events was too 

larger task for a small enthusiast concern to 

succeed. He not only pulled out of racing but car 

manufacture too, and so concluding the line of 

Automobiles V.P. 

But that’s not all the story. On the 166R side there 

appears to be no existing cars left (at present!) 

except a much photographed red car looking much 

like the original 1953 Le Mans roadster or tray as 

translated. It is without wheel fairings and 

passenger tonneau and has a low full width aero 

style windscreen. This car was built up in recent 

times by an enthusiast using body panels said to 

have been discarded from an earlier car when the 

more streamlined 1957 or 58 model was built 

supposedly out of an earlier car. It also lacks an 

original tubular VP chassis, and may well be more 

akin to the 1953 Vernet-Pairard coupe sans roof. 

Certainly the builder has chosen to adorn the car 

with VP’s most famous number 52.  

In addition to all this is a straight road going model 

that arose from the 166R programme. It has no 

special name other than being called a Vernet 

Pairard Coach or Coupe. It grew out of the 1953 Le 

Mans coupe, which if counted as one of the ‘team’ of 

coupes, brings the number of Coach Coupes to six in 

total. One of the production cars was later rebuilt after a 

major accident in 1959, using a revised Renault 4CV 

1062 chassis and floorpan; another is also listed as 

having a 21bhp engine. This car had a top speed of 

115kph, which though not great, is about 10-12kph 

more than the equivalent 4CV. There is also the 1953 

Salon prototype that appears to be a little lower and 

almost race ready with less ‘detailing’, plus the second 

competition version. The owner of the 1062 based car 

claims only 4 production models were built including his, 
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VP Coupe 1953-55.     
Engine: 747cc Renault 4CV 1063 variant 
Bore x stroke 54.5x80mm, c:r up to 8.4:1 
Power: up to 42bhp@5500rpm  
Carburation: 2 x Solex 22BIC, inline ohv  
Top speed up to 138kph/ 86mph 
Body: Coupe 2+2 seats   verses 4CV  
Length: 3700mm  145.67”    141.7”  
Width:  1500mm   59.05”       56.3” 
Height: 1200mm    47.24”    57.1” 
Weight:  670kg 
Wheelbase: 2100mm   82.68”     same 
Track: 1220mm   48.03”   same 
Tyres: 135 x 400  135x380/ 5.0x15 

 
 

but I think he is not including the second competition 

coupe or the Le Mans car. In the recent Sportives 

Tricolores history book it also says that 6 Coaches were 

built. 

All the factory cars use the tubular 1064 chassis which 

appears to have been made from the start to match the 

wheelbase and track dimensions as the standard Renault 

1062-1063 chassis, thus making it feasible for the later 

Coach rebuild on a modified 1062 frame. The rear 

suspension uses the 4CV swing axle which has its 

position fixed by the transaxle and its length fixed by the 

half-shaft swing arms, while the front in effect uses the 

4CV double wishbone in its entirety; with geometry 

adjustments as previously mentioned. Drum brakes and 

rack and pinion steering are from the 4CV too. But the 

rims are 400mm instead of 380mm in diameter. Off 

course the front track width could have been changed 

but the degree of change would have been limited by 

the fixed rear track. It then would have come down to 

whether Vernet, Pairard and Landon wanted to change 

the track to wheelbase ratio, but as the wheelbase was 

already minimalist, they obviously decided to keep it as 

it was. However, in terms of body dimensions the Coach 

is somewhat lower than the 4CV but at the same time 

wider and longer. These equate to approximately 10” 

lower, 2.7” wider, 4” longer, making it still quite a small 

car and looking for-all-the world like a special carrozzerie 

- bodied Porsche 356 from the front and side three 

1953 Salon  (in Antem?) 

From left: identified 
in the official Renault 
site on 4CV 
derivatives as; second 
competition Coupe, 
production Coach, 
166R Barquette. 
These all used the VP 
tube frame chassis. 



quarters – the car that was said to have been its 

inspiration. A straight profile view is not always so 

flattering, however, and with the extra body width it has 

a little more lateral overhang than the 4CV does - a car 

whose body fairly tightly hugs the wheels; at least for a 

car of its era.  

While Tricolores suggest the top speed is around 125kph 

with a 42bhp motor, period articles agree that a 21bhp 

car with a 3-speed transaxle could reach 115kph, while a 

car with a 35bhp engine and three or four-speed 

transmission would achieve a top speed of 130kph. On 

this basis, and with all other things being equal, a car 

equipped with the 42bhp engine would have a top speed 

of around 138kph/ 86mph; still a long way from the 172-

175kph of the streamlined Tank. As a comparison, a later 

Gordini Dauphine of similar weight but now with 40bhp 

is said to be capable of 0:60mph in 20 seconds and have 

an 80mph top speed (just less than 130kph). 

The owner of the rebuilt 4CV chassis car, the only Coach 

still known in existence, has subsequently fitted a tuned 

Dauphine engine that includes a twin-choke downdraft 

Weber carburettor, special camshaft and headwork. Just 

how much power it produces goes unmentioned, but its 

top speed is now 170kph/ 105-106mph. It also has the 5-
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speed transmission that was sometimes available with 

the 42bhp 1063 engine. On the same basis as the 

original cars running 35 and 42bhp engines, this speed 

would require around 78bhp if gearing was matched in 

the same way for power versus drag. As it is unlikely that 

the tuned Dauphine engine produces this much power, 

the conclusion one might come to was that the original 

cars were partially limited by the saloon car gearing that 

they inherited; if one takes the saloon’s top speed of 

100kph at 4000rpm and factors it by the 5200rpm limit 

of the 35bhp engine, one gets a 130kph top speed! Now, 

with the extra performance of the tuned Dauphine 

engine, the Coach may be able to achieve close to full 

revs in 5th gear, whereas before it would have been 

overdriven. This top speed figure also matches the top 

speed quoted for the record car and the 1956 Dauphine 

powered 166R. 

Dimensions of length, width, height 

are 3700 x 1500 x 1200mm (145.67 x 

59.05 x 47.24”), while wheelbase and 

track are 2100 x 1220mm (82.68 x 

48.03”). Weight is listed at 670kg, 

which is heavier than the 4CV and 

about the same as the slightly larger 

and younger 845cc Dauphine saloon. 

However the difficulties when 

comparing weights is in determining 

whether one is comparing apples with 

apples or not, as some quote dry 

weight, others kerb while others still 

quote tested weight with driver, 

passenger and test gear etc included. 

And yet they often don’t say which 

one they are quoting. For example, 
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the very first 4CV is lists as being 620kg, while another 

says 790kg. The first would be the dry weight of an early 

more lightly equipped car while the 790kg would be a 

later as-tested weight; quite a difference… 

The Coaches were, however, aimed at a different market 

than the saloons. They were intended as a small capacity 

GT and consequently came more lavishly equipped with 

Nardi steering wheel, a full dashboard of Jaeger 

instruments, comfortable leather trimmed seats that 

tilted forward for rear access, unique pushbutton seat 

releases, fine detailed finishing trim such as that seen 

around the side vents behind the doors, most of which 

add a little extra to the car’s final weight. The interior 

door trim was also sculptured for added room and to 

provide an air of spaciousness inside the car. Ventilation 

was another item duly considered to keep driver and 

passenger comfortable with rear opening quarterlights, 

dash vent demisters and more. For all that, just as had 

been done with the 166R, considerable effort was made 

to keep the weight down with carefully thought out 

construction and the use of lightening holes etc 

wherever possible. In the final analysis, although the VP 

Coach is about 190kg heavier than an alloy bodied 

Panhard powered Pichon-Parat Dolomite, it is a small 

luxury GT, not an essential racer. By today’s standards it 

is a very compact and light car, such is the price of 

progress… and improved occupant safety! 

It is also evident that like so many small French 

sportscars of the period, aerodynamics were taken quite 

seriously by Vernet and Pairard, as indeed they needed 

to be considering the low power outputs the designers 

had to contend with. Many of the French competition 

related sportscars from this early post war period had 

amazingly low drag numbers, but several suffered from 

lift at high speed as a lot of the early designers were 

more familiar with aircraft aerodynamics than the 

aerodynamics of cars. Looking through old photo 

evidence one can find what appears to be quite a large 

Renault related wind tunnel with model aeroplanes 

littered around in conjunction with photos of Renault 

4CV based cars such as the Louis Rosier Rogue roadster 

and a VP Tank identified as being cars that had been 

tested there. The long pointed tails of the VP models 

would have been in part an attempt to maintain laminar 

airflow right to the rear of the car; just how helpful the 

rear facing slotted louvres above the engine were, is 

hard to guess. The hot air may help fill out what would 

otherwise be an accelerating airflow over the rear 

bodywork as it is drawn in towards the ‘point’ of the tail, 

but it may have created some lift too depending on 



Rosier’s 1953 entry; a VP chassis and lighter ‘resin’ body entered by R.N.U.. 

Recent retake on the original Montlhéry car 

whether it caused the air speed 

up or slowed down. When 

viewing the rear of the later 

166R’s one notes that the 

louvres were replaced by a single 

outlet nearer the tail. Looking at 

the very tail end of the record 

car, the other 166Rs and the 

original Coupe and Coaches, one 

can see a large slot like vent that 

was likely placed there so that 

the exiting engine heat would 

help overcome the breakaway 

turbulence across the rear end. 

Rear view pictures of the 1952 

and ’58 Le Mans cars show the 

exhaust also exiting through this 

slot-vent. The one Coach now left, 

fitted with its bumpers and more 

regular road equipment, has done 

away with this feature. 

Just what happened to the 

promised Renault backing is not 

entirely clear. Certainly VP got 

correspondence from Renault 

after their first production car 

was inspected saying that the 

twin carb setup was not 

sufficiently ‘liveable’ for a 

production car, and the cooling 

was insufficient. These were both 

things that could readily be 

attended to and seemingly were. 

The real reason went somewhat 

deeper it seems; first and 

foremost, like most large 

companies Renault’s reason for 

existence is to make money, not 

cars – would the VP pay its way? 

There was also a long queue of 

other would-be hopefuls lined up 

behind Vernet et Pairard; Renault 

could not ‘service’ them all. It 

was likely simpler to say no from 

the start and save themselves a 

lot of headaches.    

And that pretty much concludes 

the VP story. After the 1958 

season, with 37 years of Le Mans 

behind him, Just-Emile Vernet 

slipped quietly from the racing 

scene. 


